
 

         

           

             

  2023 
Entry opens January 25th - Entry closes February 15th 

 

  ENTRANT DRIVER 1 DRIVER 2 

Surname       

Last name       

Date of birth 

  

    

Place of birth     

Address       

City       

Postal Code       

Nation       

e-mail       

Driving Licence 
  

n. n. 

Expire Expire 

Licence number       

Licence category    

Expire Medical certificate    

Telephone number 

      

during the race during the race during the race 

Team   
licence n. 

 

CAR 
BRAND  PERIOD GROUPING 

MODEL    

YEAR  

DISPLACEMENT  

CHASSIS  

PLATE  

  GROUP CLASS 

Passport n.    

HTP FIA  

HTP ACI  

 

 



 

         

           

             

  2023 
PARTICIPATION in the SHAKEDOWN 

in case of joining the Shakedown tick the box 

 

 

It will take place on the stretch of road that starts from Laghetto Montegrino and ends before the 
crossroads to Castendallo (Km 2,4) from 13.30 to 15.30 on Friday 24 February, only the 
registrations indicated in this form complete with the cost of Euro 155.00 + VAT (€ 189,10) will be 
accepted to be added to the registration fee.  

 

for payment of Entry and Shake Down payment: 

bank account in the name of ASD Rally dei Laghi 

IBAN IT82N0306909606100000155389 

BIC BCITITMM 

Entries must be sent, with the other forms and a copy of the bank transfer, EXCLUSIVELY to the 
following email address: andreasabella@yahoo.it  

The undersigned asks to be registered in the 31th Rally dei Laghi 2023 and declares to know and 
accept the specific regulations of the Event, the International Sporting Code, the National Sporting 
Regulations and the Supplementary Regulations, all of which he undertakes to observe, in particular 
the rules relating to the use of clothing and personal safety devices and the car. The competitor also 
declares to exempt the organizing bodies, the race officials as well as their appointees and 
employees from any responsibility for the violation of the obligations assumed with the 
aforementioned declaration and consequently to renounce any claim for compensation for any 
damages resulting from the use of the clothing and the use of safety devices certified by the same 
as compliant.  

 

             Entrant signature                    driver 1 signature                    driver 2 signature  

 

           _______________                 ________________                 _______________ 

Invoice header:     

Address     

Telephone Number Mobile Number  @  

VAT Number     


